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Good leaders ask good 
questions

To say the world is going through a challenging time is probably an understatement. 
There’s so much going on. As leaders, we are being pushed and pulled in different 
directions. The difficult choices we have to make today will likely be very different from 
the choices we have to make a month from now, a year from now and perhaps for the 
foreseeable future. Sometimes it could feel rather overwhelming. During moments 
of uncertainty or flux, I think it’s important to get back to the basics and focus on the 
critical questions that should be addressed.   

Welcome to our inaugural issue of the Morison Global Connection Newsletter. At 
Morison Global, we recognise that leaders who ask the right questions are better 
prepared to lead their people and grow their businesses. But in these unsettling times, 
it is not easy to discern the issues and pinpoint the questions that we should be asking.  
With that in mind, this newsletter aims to broaden your perspective about what’s 
happening in the world today. We hope it will provoke thought and conversations 
about some of the questions that are pertinent to your organisation and what you can 
do to address them. Please do connect with us. We would love to be a part of those 
conversations. 

There were many people who helped to bring this newsletter to life. We want to 
thank our Editor, Vaibhav Jain, a senior partner at Mehra Goel & Co for his leadership 
and energy in putting this newsletter together. We also appreciate the guidance we 
received from Paul Wan, Chairman of Morison Global and Managing Partner of Paul Wan 
& Co, who acted as Special Adviser to the newsletter. Special thanks go to Lily Burton, 
Morison Global’s Marketing & Content Executive, who worked tirelessly to make it all 
happen. And last but not least, thank you to all the writers who shared their insights and 
expertise and made this newsletter such a wonderful read.

We hope you enjoy the newsletter.

Kenny Young 
CEO of Morison Global



From the editor’s desk

Warm greetings to our readers.

We are pleased to release the first issue of Morison Global Connections, the newsletter.

As we are marking two years of the pandemic, the state of the world is ‘strained’. 
Employees have resigned at a record rate and mental health has taken a toll. All of this 
reinforces the inherent need for community – people you can lean on and learn from. 
This initiative at Morison Global will enable us to strengthen the association among 
member firms and our clients. Not only this, but it will also bring members and clients 
together in a cohesive manner.

This is an initiative to bring you the recent developments in the economic and financial 
world and everything relative round the globe, while we build connectivity among 
member firms and their client network.

These days will always be remembered for the prevailing uncertainty in the realms of 
business, trade and (especially) energy. However, this will also be remembered as the 
period that united companies, corporations, businesses and people across boundaries, 
to collectively tackle the menace of the global pandemic and its fallout on lives and 
livelihoods. This coordinated response also showed some unique leadership traits that 
spelt out what successful companies of the 2020s look like.

The turmoil driven by the pandemic, along with enabling government policies, 
prompted significant productivity accelerants that have impacted many aspects of 
modern life. Compressing a decade of efforts and growth momentum into mere 
months, e-commerce expanded. Out of the need of the hour, we embraced digitisation 
and growth of automation across arenas from employee collaboration to customer 
channels to supply chains. What, for some jobs, was a paradigm shift to remote and 
hybrid working opened doors to long-term workforce optimisation as reported 
productivity indicated an upside trend. Increased innovation also made 2021 the year of 
entrepreneurship, seeing 400 new unicorns and record-high fundraising levels among 
venture capitalists.

Recent years have witnessed quite a stir in the global start-up landscape. Many start-
ups have turned into unicorns; many can no longer be placed in the ‘start-up’ category 
even as they relentlessly nurse the spirit that pushes them forward; and many are still 
reinventing themselves to find their niche. They are dogged in their vision and firm in 
their actions.

The forthcoming period will likely present risks ranging from the economic to the 
geopolitical, and these should not be underestimated. However, those who successfully 
navigate the headwinds could unlock potential for a second boost to growth.

Once in a while, there are stories that make us pause and reflect. The Paytm post 
listing upheaval could be seen as one. It is described as a case of what happens 
when overvaluation goes wrong. I would bracket this as a company-level problem. 
To my mind, the graver concern is ‘people’. The start-up sector is the most driven by 
people, entrepreneurs. Its greatest strength is also its biggest vulnerability. This is well 
portrayed by the Netflix price crash: the company is falling short of its own projections. 
Subscriber growth is slowing down. Shareholders responded swiftly and ruthlessly and 
Netflix’s stock price plummeted by over 20%.
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The coming period will 
present risks ranging 
from the economic to 
the geopolitical, but 
those who successfully 
navigate them could 
unlock a boost to 
growth
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Amid some of the biggest disruptions of our lifetime, 
this could be a moment of immense potential to chart 
a course, create a definitive and progressive path for 
the next decade and beyond. The skilful response of 
business leaders in fields such as the advancement of 
medicines, the reskilling revolution, the spread and 
intensification of digital technology and analytics could 
lead to a new age of prosperity marked by sustainable 
and inclusive growth.

The firms at Morison Global are aligned and committed 
to support our clients and associates to chart a 
new journey of extensive growth by catching the 
opportunities in these challenging times and containing 
the risks by following our innovative and detail-
oriented approach.

Happy reading!

Vaibhav Jain
Editor
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Paul Wan
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Economic 
Outlook for 2022 
– Headwinds 
Ahead 

Barely four months ago, most of us were eagerly awaiting 
2022. 2021 was a very difficult year as the COVID-19 pandemic 
continued to affect our daily lives and businesses. Many 
countries scrambled to inject funds to prevent collapse of their 
economies and entering a depression.

Many analysts forecast 2022 to be a recovery year as many 
countries have got to grips with COVID-19 and begin to view 
it as an endemic virus. We saw major economies register high 
GDP growth, ranging from 4% to 7%, over the last two quarters. 
Around the world stock markets, in particular the United States, 
rose to all-time highs as most advanced countries’ central banks, 
including the US Federal Reserve, continue to maintain a rather 
loose monetary policy. The question is, is such growth real and 
can it be sustained?

In 2020 and 2021 the world economies were battered with 
average GDP growing 0.7% for developed countries and 4.3% 
for the rest of the world. After almost non-existent growth or 
shrinkage the economy growing at a fast pace is not something 
to cheer about – we are just catching up, as factories begin 
to start producing and business and personal consumption 
increase. We are just about back to where we were two years 
ago, before the pandemic. The fast growth has pushed inflation 
up in many countries. In my view the growth is unsustainable 
because of three threats with global implications.

Geopolitical threats
Russia, USA and Europe

The invasion of Ukraine in late February by Russian troops, and 
sanctions in response by US and some European countries, will 
escalate tension and put pressure on oil prices; these have risen 
by over 72% from January of this year, to over US$150 a barrel. 
Petrol prices are at the highest since pre-COVID-19 levels.

Europe had a cold winter in 2020/21 which put pressure on 
supplies and reduced the amount of gas supplies. As Europe 
depends on Russian gas, sanctions by European countries will 
eat further into the gas supply for the rest of the world. We 
expect oil prices to rise to US$200 per barrel over the next few 
months until supply increases, which is not expected to happen 
until the second quarter of 2023.

The sanctions by major countries on Russia, Russian ministers 
and oligarchs could signal those oligarchs’ possible fall. As this 

article is being published, 
Russian billionaires have lost 
more than $135 billion ranging 
from falling stock values, 
freezes on their overseas 
investments including personal bank accounts, seizure of their 
assets, loss of joint venture overseas partners and foreclosure of 
businesses and assets. 

The Russian rouble has plunged by more than 40% to date and 
there is room for further freefall. The invasion is not yet over and 
its cost is increasing by the minute, which could lead to: 

• The collapse of the rouble

• Rising interest rates

• The Russian economy being cut off from the rest of the world

• Shortage of food supplies becoming more acute and

• Collapse of companies which are controlled by the oligarchs.

It is estimated around 80% of Russia enterprise and economy 
are controlled by the oligarchs. If their wealth is wiped out 
the impact could see many of their enterprises disintegrate, 
eventually trickling down to layoffs and unemployment. 
In my view Russia will enter into a ‘dark period’ and could 
lose not only its international standing but also its status as 
a superpower. 
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Calculated or miscalculated, the writing is on the wall. I believe 
Russia will take more than ten years to recover from the 
devastation to its economy. Already, we see protests erupt 
against the invasion and martial law being imposed – we could 
possibly see another ‘people’s power’ in Russia like what we saw 
in Poland, Philippines and at the fall of the Berlin Wall.

Time will tell whether the present regime can withstand the 
current turbulence. Could we see a new Russia, should a pro-
Western opposition come to power?

Supply chain

From food to commodities, raw materials and finished goods, 
supplies are falling and the whole supply chain is affected by 
higher global demand and acute supply problems. The current 
invasion of Ukraine and sanctions against Russia adds further 
turmoil to the situation, in particular for oil and commodities. 
Another major contribution to this shortage of supply is China 
the second largest economy in the world which was hit with 
COVID in several cities. Shanghai being hit the most was in a 
lockdown for more than 65 days and will slowly unwind the 
lockdown. Beijing in the middle of May had a partial lockdown. 
All these added pressure on the supply chain which has seen its 
economy battered. GDP in 2020 and 2021 grew 2.3% and 8% 
respectively, and was showing weakness at the time of writing 
this article and the revised forecast for 2022 will be around 5%.

Over the last two quarters, we see inflation across major 
economies continue to rise month after month. 

Inflation Rate

Country GDP growth in 2021 As at March 2021 As at January 2022

USA 5.7% 2.6% 7.5%

UK 7.5% 0.7% 5.5%

France 7.0% 1.1% 2.9%

Germany 2.8% 1.7% 4.9%

Japan 1.7% −0.4% 0.5%

Australia 3.5–4.0% 1.1% 3.5%

India 8.3% 5.6% 6.0%

The USA in particular has realised that the inflation is running 
away and that it needs to pull back its loose monetary and 
fiscal policies. The Chair of the Federal Reserve, announced 
on 16 March that there will be a 0.5% increase in interest rates 
and on 4 May another 0.5%, with more increases to come over 
the next few quarters. This will begin a chain reaction globally 
– global central banks will follow the Fed’s lead and raise their 
own interest rates. Already we witness wild swings in bond, 
credit and stock markets each time a policy statement hints at a 
possible increase in interest rates. With the Ukrainian war, cost 
of supplies will go up and this could possibly push inflation 
higher; however, most countries have now revised downwards 
projected GDP growth for 2022, by an average of 1.5%.

In my opinion this interest rate policy will fail and may have a 
negative impact, as over the past two years in particular private 
and public debt have built up. Many countries have been to the 
market to borrow funds for injecting into their economies to 

cushion the impact of COVID-19. It is estimated the total debt 
raised over the last two years adds up to almost US$43 trillion. 

At the domestic level, most countries’ central banks have been 
very ‘relaxed’ and commercial banks’ conditions for lending to 
companies have been fairly lenient, because these soft loans are 
guaranteed by the government or central banks.

I repeat: any rise in interest rate is a mistake as the global 
economy is just recovering, and now dark clouds are hovering 
due to the Ukraine war. With governments coming to grips with 
the pandemic and beginning to open borders any rise in interest 
rates will negate all the help given over the last two years, which 
will all go to waste. Many governments who have borrowed 
heavily will discover budget deficits, and find themselves in 
a debt trap. We could see the current high growth reverse in 
less than six months. Is inflation that bad while the economy is 
thriving, businesses are on their feet, unemployment is falling 
and new jobs are being created? Inflation could be accepted 
provided it does not go too high, by which I mean not above 
4%. One cannot equate the inflation rate to GDP growth.

America–China trade war

This was initiated by the Trump administration and has now 
escalated into a Cold War under Biden. From continued trade 
war, via barring Chinese government-backed companies from 
listing in the USA (even forcing a few to de-list), to pushing 
sanctions over unverified 
mistreatment of the Uighur 
people, supplying arms 
and submarines to Taiwan, 
and allowing Senators and 
trade delegations to visit 
Taiwan, will only worsen the 
relationship between the 
two superpowers. 

With China increasing 
its military presence in the South China Sea, in particular its 
occupation of disputed islands, and its goal to reunify with 
Taiwan, I do not see the tensions de-escalating. The recent 
boycott by some leaders of the Winter Olympics is seen as a 
US initiative, which gives China more reason to condemn these 
actions as threats against it. 

China as megapower
Since 1985, when it was admitted to the World Trade 
Organization, China’s economy has developed by leaps and 
bounds with GDP growth ranging from 2.3% (in 2020) to 14.23%. 
Within ten years China became the ‘factory of the world’ as 
companies from developed countries poured investments into 
China to lower their costs of manufacturing and producing 
goods. As the economy grew and the incomes of Chinese 
people improved, consumption of imported goods increased 
and we saw an influx of branded goods (for example, motor 
vehicle manufacturers opening outlets in China). 

Another sector that propelled China’s GDP growth is property 
development. Over the last 25 years we have seen massive 

Since 1985, China’s 
economy has developed 
by leaps and bounds.
Within ten years China 
became the ‘factory of 
the world’
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development of commercial, residential and industrial 
properties. Up to 2021, the property development sector 
accounted for 30% of China’s GDP and 20% of urban non-
private employment. Speculators jumped into the market and 
drove up property prices, so far that average buyers could 
not afford to buy housing. Many cities have turned into ghost 
towns with thousands of unsold units. As of 2021 an estimated 
30 million properties remain unsold.

The property boom came to an abrupt halt as the massive build-
up of debt by the property groups prompted defaults. To make 
matters worse, construction workers were owed salaries unpaid 
for almost 20 months as of February 2022. A recent estimate 
puts the total debt of the property development and related 
sectors at US$5 trillion. The cumulative rate of bond defaults 
in the property development sector is expected to rise to 45% 
during 2022. Developers who have defaulted include China 
Evergrande Group, Fantasia Holdings Group, China Properties 
Group, Modern Land, China Fortune Land Development and 
Sichuan Languang Development. As of end-March 2022, the 
following companies are running huge debt positions.

Total debts

Developer CN¥ billion US$ billion

China Evergrande 835.5 132.28

Country Garden 342 54.15

Shimao Group 141.2 22.36

China Resources Land 164.5 26.04

China Merchants Shekou 147.2 23.31

Yango Group 109.2 17.29

Guangzhou R&F 187.7 29.72

Note: 1 US$ = 6.32 CN¥

The following developers (who have not defaulted) have large 
bond payments due during March 2022:

Developer

Interest owed Bond payment due

US$ million US$ million

Ronshine China 13.8 262.6

Agile Group 16 486.7

Zhenro Properties Group Ltd 1.47 299.23

China SCE 10.8 382.4

Jingrui 12.1 208.9

Jiayuan 9.12 132.6

CN¥ million CN¥ million

Seazen Holdings 162 2,578.2

Shenzhen Logan 181.05 3,530.9

Shanghai Shimao 46.4 1,000

Shanghai Powerlong 90 1,500

Tianjian Construction 42 705.6

Of bonds maturing in 2022, about 70% are held by domestic 
banks and domestic funds, and the remaining 30% by foreign 
banks and funds. This exposes local banks and financial 
institutions, which would increase their non-performing loans 
(NPLs) and put stress on the banking system. About 40% of 
assets in the country’s bank system have been directly or 
indirectly associated with real estate over the last two years. 

The Chinese government have been asking various asset 
management companies (AMCs) to buy property assets from 
troubled developers and to formulate plans for taking over or 
restructuring smaller lenders. In my view, this move is unhealthy 
as it only shifts the non-performing debt to the AMCs, which 
will unload the junk bonds and absorb the losses. Most AMCs 
are state-owned and many of wealthy Chinese have parked 
their money and investments with these AMCs. Taking on NPLs 
will reduce the net worth of these AMCs and affect their credit 
rating and ability to repay their investors. 

China is a very large economic player in the world and, whilst 
the domestic economy is stable, purchasing managers’ indexes 
are fluctuating month to month and do not show a positive 
upward trend. The continued clampdown on the technology, 
media, transport and education sectors has substantially 
impacted the owners of these businesses and the market value 
of these companies, which are listed. 

One of my greatest fears is that China may enter a ‘financial 
crisis’ if it is not careful to rein in the debt problems, especially 
NPLs. It is a great mistake to ask state-owned enterprises, 
particularly AMCs, to shore up the markets and bail out 
troubled companies, hiding the underlying problems. Due to 
the magnitude of the non-performing debt, any major negative 
shocks to the banks and financial institutions could trigger a 
financial crisis in China. This could spill into Asia and trigger 
another Asian financial crisis, as many major Chinese banks have 
presence in many countries, with interbank transactions and 
accounts, and China is the biggest economic power in Asia. 
I think it is likely that the Chinese government is aware of the 
impending challenges.

Conclusion
At the end of March, the International Monetary Fund’s 2022 
forecast included growth of 4.4% for the global economy. 
The economic picture is gloomy, after two years of pandemic-
related downturn; while most economies see light at the end of 
the tunnel recovery is very uncertain. If the situation outlined in 
this article continues, many economies could enter a tailspin for 
the rest of 2022 and the first two quarters of 2023; we could see 
2022 growth go down to 3%. 

Accordingly, companies should be prepared for the economy to 
imitate a roller-coaster. A conservative and cautious approach 
should be adopted. I recommend companies to perform an in-
depth risk assessment and analysis of their business. In the short 
term, the supply chain challenge will become more acute, in 
particular with oil and energy. Morison Global member firms will 
be actively engaging their clients to advise on navigating their 
way out of the current turbulence.

On a more positive note, we expect the current challenges 
to stabilise in the third quarter of 2022 as countries will have 
brought in measures to control negative impacts. We might then 
see a strong recovery in the fourth quarter of 2022.

For more information contact Paul Wan & Co.  
www.pwco.com.sg
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M&A activity showed signs of increase in 2021, and 2022 
promises to be the year of the transaction. The increase in M&A 
activity is a result of a number of factors and COVID-19 has been 
one of them.

The pandemic, a once-in-a-hundred-years event, placed 
businesses in an environment where management had no 
history, and no immediate playbook to guide them. Whilst 
virtually every country across the globe was impacted, the 
impact was not always at the same intensity or time. Business 
was disrupted, there were some winners and many, particularly 
smaller businesses, went through some tough trading periods. 

Coming out of the pandemic, 
or at least managing to work 
within the ‘new normal’ 
environment, business 
owners and management 
took some time to reassess 
and prioritise what was 
needed for their business. 
For some it was scale, the 
opportunity to perhaps 
buy market share at lower 

prices. For others it was a time to either sell up, or change the 
ownership structure of the business. And for some in an ageing 
baby boomer generation it was time to bring forward that 
planned retirement.

All of this added impetus into a market where debt was 
relatively cheap, capital relatively easy to raise and where there 
was no shortage of business opportunities, including cross-
border options.

Transactions come with risk and not all transactions are 
successful. Being transaction-ready, and being aware of some of 
the pitfalls, can significantly increase both the chances and the 
scale of success. This is true for large and small businesses, and 
irrespective of whether you are buying or selling the principles 
are the same.

Based on the transactions I have been involved with over 
25 years, here are some of key considerations:

1. Strategy – be clear on why you are doing what you are 
doing. Don’t get caught up in market hype and ‘me too’ 
thinking. Start with a clear business strategy and only 
proceed with transactions that are consistent with that.

2. Price and value are not the same – it is essential to 
understand the value of any business you are buying or 
selling, but that is only the start point. Almost all markets 
price trades at a premium or discount to value. For businesses 
listed on a public stock exchange, price moves consistently 
based on market perception and the relativity between 
demand and supply of shares. For privately held businesses 
there is no open market and price is only determined by 
negotiation. Good-quality businesses in strong markets 
will almost invariably trade at a premium to value. Having 
a valuation on a business gives you a good base position. 
From there you need to decide what premium or discount is 
achievable.

3. Be transaction-ready – one common reason why transactions 
fail is because one or both parties are not transaction-ready. 
If you are selling you should be prepared to complete a sale, 
hold current financial data, have an information memorandum 
on your business that provides a good business overview 
and showcases its strengths, be ready for due diligence and 
know the price and terms you are looking to achieve. If you 
are buying you need to have your funding in place, know the 
price you are prepared to pay and the terms that are essential 
to you in the transaction. Importantly, both sides need to 
make people and time available to focus on getting the 
transaction completed.

4. Understand your counterparty – in over 50% of transactions 
the counterparty is known. They may be a supplier, 
competitor or someone in a complementary business 
channel. Take time to understand them. Key things to 
understand include their
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2022 – the year of 
the transaction

Being transaction-
ready, and aware of 
some of the pitfalls, can 
significantly increase 
both the chances and the 
scale of success
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A. capacity (be reasonably certain that they are able to complete 
a transaction)

B. motivation (why do they want to do the transaction and how 
important is it to them) and 

C. people (we all have different personality types; some work 
well with each other, some don’t). 

Motivation goes to your bargaining position. It may be important 
to the counterparty to complete the transaction quickly or be 
able to announce it. They may want to block a competitor who 
might also be interested in your business. 

4. Be careful about valuing synergy – multiple studies show 
that buyers overestimate the value of synergies. In any M&A 
transaction there may be synergies, at either the expense line 
(cost savings by combining the businesses) or the revenue line 
(where new product or customer channels could be opened up 
as a result of the transaction). There is no question, synergies can 
turn a good transaction into a great transaction but be realistic. 
If you can only justify the transaction or the price through 
putting a value on synergy, then warning lights are flashing.

5. Use an experienced adviser – in most transactions you will want 
to use an adviser. An experienced adviser will pay for themselves 
many times over. They do this type of work all the time and 
they can help you to avoid pitfalls, negotiate around potential 
problems and identify ways to structure and achieve an 
outcome. Importantly, they should be dispassionate about the 
opportunity. It is likely that a seller or buyer will be emotionally 
invested in the transaction. This can lead to poor decision 
making. An experienced adviser will help you reduce this risk.

6. Be prepared to walk away from the deal – not every deal is 
a great one and not every deal needs to be done. Sometimes 
the smartest move is to know when it is time to walk away. 
You should know your maximum (buyer) or minimum price 
(seller), and the transaction terms which are essential to you and 
non-negotiable. 

7. It doesn’t get better than the honeymoon – if the transaction 
involves you continuing to work with the counterparty, it is 
essential to have an effective working relationship and respect 
each other. In the early stages of trying to get a deal across 
the line, everyone is on their best behaviour. If difficulties or 
conflicts arise at the beginning they are likely to get worse 
after completion.

8. The devil is in the detail – ensure that the sale and purchase 
agreement, shareholder agreements, employment agreements, 
put call options and any related agreements are properly and 
carefully drafted and that you have had good legal advice before 
you sign them. Generally, they are only important if something 
goes wrong, but if it does they will be essential to you.

Yes, 2022 is likely to be a busy year for transactions. At year-end 
you want to be able to look back and be satisfied with what has 
happened. Following some simple steps will increase the likelihood 
of a successful transaction year.

For more information contact Hayes Knight. 
www.hayesknight.com.au
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The emergence 
of digital assets 

The proliferation of cryptocurrencies (CCs) and the popularity of 
these assets among investors has led us to question their nature, 
function, valuation and potential development. CCs are at the 
crossroads of technological innovation, finance and monetary 
policy.

While this innovation promises the development of a more 
inclusive form of finance, it cannot challenge central banks’ 
monopoly of monetary policy without putting the entire 
financial system at risk. Regulators must find an appropriate 
regulatory framework to take advantage of the development of 
these assets without putting macro-financial stability at risk.

While CCs were first developed after the Great Financial Crisis 
in 2008, the COVID-19 crisis gave them a spectacular boost 
(Bitcoin saw its value multiply by more than seven in one year).

This development, certainly speculative in nature, raises 
questions about the nature of these assets, their function and 
their valuation. What are the reasons for this craze? Is it just 
another form of excess linked to recent financial innovation? Or 
are we actually witnessing the emergence of a new paradigm in 
decentralised finance and a profound breakthrough in transaction 
systems linked to technological disruption (blockchain)? 

Let’s have a look back at how cryptocurrency has been shaped 
by 2021.

Last year was a record-breaking year for cryptocurrencies, with 
many, including Bitcoin and Ethereum, reaching new market-
price highs. The total capitalisation of the crypto market in 
2021 also reached a record $3 trillion after recrossing the level 
of $1 trillion in January. Of this, $2 trillion was held in Bitcoin, 
the clear market leader in terms of total market value, which 
broke its previous all-time high and grew nearly 100% in 2021, 

adding roughly $545 billion to its market capitalisation. Gold 
fell by 2.5%, the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500 grew by 26%, and 
NASDAQ grew by 31% in the same year.

Over 2021, bitcoin reached $69,000 in early November, 
a year-to-high return of over 140%. Notably, all top ten 
cryptocurrencies by market capitalisation (that is, all except 
stablecoins) showed positive returns. Moreover, most 
cryptocurrencies in the top ten outperformed Bitcoin by wide 
margins — including Ethereum, even more than in 2020.

Return on top ten cryptocurrencies in 2021 

Note: Excludes stablecoins and SHIB; covers until November 2021
Source: Coin Gecko
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Decentralised finance
Decentralised finance (DeFi) is an open and multi-faceted financial system facilitated by 
smart contracts and blockchain oracles, acting as an alternative to the traditional, opaque 
banking system  . It provides users permissionless and borderless access to various financial 
instruments without relinquishing control over assets to intermediaries such as brokerages 
or banks. 

Quick take – what is happening in DeFi?

• In 2021, the total value locked in DeFi exceeded $100 billion. The majority was allocated 
to lending platforms and decentralised exchanges. However, most DeFi tokens 
underperformed Ethereum.

• The number of stolen funds increased eightfold compared to 2020 and, as a result of 50 
exploits, totalled $610 million.

• Regulatory pressure will bifurcate and reshape DeFi. An increasing number of applications 
impose ‘know your customer’ requirements and require trust in product facilitators.

Bridging the gap between real-world assets and DeFi could bring a vast pool of ‘old wealth’ 
into the new digital economy and augment the nascent DeFi ecosystem.

DeFi has nurtured many experiments throughout the years, and this is unlikely to stop any 
time soon. Just as centralised crypto exchanges revived perpetual futures to enable futures 
markets for then-illiquid crypto assets, DeFi is primed to revolutionise the derivatives 
landscape. Perpetual futures never expire and do not require delivery. As well as being 
simpler for the user to grasp, they afford capital efficiency to liquidity providers by 
consolidating liquidity from many expiry dates into a single market. The same framework 
could be applied to the crypto options market, which suffers from liquidity fragmentation and 
high rollover cost across expiries.

The year 2021 was a defining one for the blockchain and cryptocurrency sectors, in which it 
matured from a nascent industry to a budding industry that plays host to a diverse set of mid- 
to later-stage firms that generate revenue.

Throughout 2021, the publicly-traded companies MassMutual, MicroStrategy and Tesla 
added Bitcoin to their balance sheets, and asset managers such as BlackRock, Goldman 
Sachs, Morgan Stanley and State Street added or expanded their offerings surrounding the 
asset class.

The institutionalisation of the sector flowed over to private markets, in which historic levels of 
venture capital were allocated to crypto companies.

The whole sector witnessed approximately $25.1 billion in financing volume (1,703 reported 
transactions) and around $6.1 billion in M&A volume (across a reported 201 transactions).¹

Companies qualified as unicorns under different sub-categories
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The increasing frequency of mid- to later-stage rounds has resulted in at least 65 companies 
in the blockchain/crypto sector reaching unicorn status (valued at $1 billion or more). In 
October 2019, the research firm Huran found a total of 11 unicorns in the blockchain industry. 
Over two years, there has been an increase of nearly 491% in the number of crypto companies 
reaching unicorn status.

Top 15 venture funding deals, to end-2021 

Date Company Amount
($ million)

Pre-money valuation
($ million)

Category Sub-category Headquarters

20 July 2021 FTX 900 17,100 Trading/brokerage Pure exchange Bahamas

12 October 2021 Celsius Network 750 2,750 Crypto financial services Credit and lending England

12 November 2021 Forte 725 – NFTs/gaming Gaming USA

20 September 2021 Sorare 680 3,620 NFTs/gaming eSports/sports/
betting

France

22 November 2021 Moonpay 555 3,000 Crypto financial services Payments/
payment services

USA

28 May 2021 Circle 440 N/A Crypto financial services Payments/
payment services

USA

21 September 2021 Genesis Digital 
Assets

431 N/A Infrastructure Mining/node infrastructure USA

8 August 2018 Bitmain 422 14,580 Infrastructure Mining/node infrastructure China

21 October 2021 FTX 420.69 24,580 Trading/brokerage Pure exchange Bahamas

18 November 2021 Gemini 400 6,700 Trading/brokerage Pure exchange USA

10 June 2021 Ledger 380 1,120 Infrastructure Browser/wallet France

11 March 2021 BlockFi 350 2,650 Crypto financial services Neobank USA

7 July 2021 Fireblocks 310 1,690 Crypto financial services Institutional/asset 
management

USA

10 March 2021 Dapper Labs 305 2,170 NFTs/gaming Game studio USA

Note: 15th position is tied five ways with $300 million raised by Bakkt, Blockchain.com, Bullish Global, Coinbase and Paxos

One dominant investment trend in 2020 was the influx of capital to DeFi applications, and 
that carried over into the first half of 2021. Companies and applications are being built on 
smart contract platforms like Ethereum and other Layer-1 networks with the goal of achieving 
a decentralised financial system that provides better transparency and offers composability 
between different applications.

The growth in usage of non-fungible tokens (NFTs)² and the enormous appreciation in the 
price of certain collectibles have attracted an influx of private investors, analogous to what 
occurred in the DeFi vertical. NFTs potentially provide new ways for content creators to 
monetise their work, through such variants as social tokens, digital art pieces, collectibles 
or in-game rewards. In addition, NFTs may expand to other areas, such as ticketing, domain 
names and fashion/luxury goods.

In addition to DeFi and NFTs/gaming, a popular trend has been investment in projects that 
would be classified as Web3. Projects that would fall under this category include identity, 
data management, ownership, monetisation and storage, as well as community-owned and 
-operated organisations enabled by blockchain technologies. One significant trend for Web3 
investment has been in projects developing decentralised social networks. 

There goes my coin – Investments in digital assets

• Roughly $25.1 billion in venture funding was allocated across 1,703 crypto /blockchain 
deals in 2021

• The dominant investment trends in 2021 were DeFi, NFTs/gaming and Web3

Player of the year: NFT and gaming

The year 2021 was a good one for crypto assets, but one could argue that NFTs and NFT-
based games went from zero to one this year. From Beeple’s NFT selling for $69 million, to 

Is cryptocurrency 
a craze, or are we 
witnessing the 
emergence of a new 
paradigm and a 
profound breakthrough 
in transaction systems?
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celebrities donning CryptoPunks and Bored Apes, to PayPal 
buying a CryptoPunk, to large art auction houses like Christie’s 
and Sotheby’s embracing NFTs, multitudes of events in 2021 
brought NFTs into the Zeitgeist.

Among many themes, two in particular propelled the rise of 
NFTs. Firstly, the market agreed that NFTs are much more than 
‘right-click and save’. It started putting a price on authentic 
ownership of digital collectibles. Secondly, the gaming business 
model that allows players to own and freely trade their game 
assets enables game developers to earn a fee even from 
secondary market trades.

NFT volumes can be broadly divided into two categories: art 
and collectibles, and gaming. Typically, art and collectibles NFTs 
are not actively used while gaming NFTs find their utility within 
games.

The average ticket size of art and collectibles NFTs is orders of 
magnitude higher than that of gaming NFTs. However, what 
gaming NFTs lack in price they make up with velocity: a very 
high number of transactions.

The total monthly NFT marketplace volume increased 133 times 
from $17.9 million in January 2021 to $2.0 billion in November. 
From non-existent in January to facilitating $2.3 billion of 
NFT trades, the rise of the marketplace OpenSea has been 
staggering.

With over 9.2 million lifetime transactions, Axie Infinity has 
almost twice the total secondary sales of the next-best NFT 
collection, CryptoPunks. Ethereum remains the dominant 
blockchain for secondary sales.

NFTs allow digital assets to be offered as game rewards that 
players can truly own and trade. On one hand they let players 
earn from playing the game, and on the other hand they enable 
game developers to track secondary market trades of game 
assets and earn fees from the trades. The scope to earn from 
games has opened new business models, such as gaming guilds. 
Guilds support players from onboarding to lending assets 
required during the game and take a share of those players’ 
game earnings in return. Most guilds are structured as DAOs 
(decentralised autonomous organizations).

The dawn of the metaverse
From Microsoft to Facebook, almost all tech companies are 
talking about their visions of the metaverse. The term metaverse 
dates back to Neal Stephenson’s 1992 novel, Snow Crash, in 
which he refers to it as a persistent virtual world. 

Although there is no agreed definition yet, there are overlaps 
among different ideas and most envisage a real-time, 3D, social 
medium through which people collaborate and participate in 
an economy. One common aspect is that the metaverse will 
be integral to digital economies. If this comes true, asserting 
ownership and proving digital scarcities will be vital attributes 
of the metaverse. Blockchains and NFTs already have the 
characteristics of the metaverse.

Many companies use the word to signal cultural relevance, either 
by purchasing currently popular NFTs or releasing their own. 
Taco Bell began this movement in early March with their release 
of 25 taco-themed NFTs with sales proceeds going to their Live 
Más scholarship. The idea was positively received, with the NFTs 
selling out in less than 30 minutes. McDonalds released a McRib-
based series in November.

A counter-narrative asserts that NFTs contribute to 
environmental damage, which has stimulated an interesting 
polarity between supporters and detractors. Steam, a major 
gaming platform, has banned from its platform all games that 
incorporate ‘blockchain technology’ and NFTs.

Naturally, large crypto exchanges are closely watching the 
success of digital marketplaces like OpenSea and traditional 
auction houses like Christie’s and Sotheby’s, and have scrambled 
to launch their own. Early in February 2022 FTX announced 
an NFT marketplace while one of their largest competitors, 
Coinbase, announced their official NFT marketplace to be 
launched by the end of 2022. To put the excitement into 
perspective, in the lead-up to Coinbase’s launch, over a million 
unique users signed up for their waiting list during the first day 
it was open.

With digital communication applications like Zoom becoming a 
fixture in our daily lives, there has been a larger discussion about 
what the evolution of metaverse tools might look like. The 
metaverse tends to be defined differently depending upon who 
you ask; as put by Matthew Ball, 

the Metaverse is a massively scaled and interoperable 
network of real-time rendered 3D virtual worlds which 
can be experienced synchronously and persistently by an 
effectively unlimited number of users with an individual 
sense of presence, and with continuity of data, such as 
identity, history, entitlements, objects, communications, and 
payments.

In short, the metaverse is not defined by a single, purpose-
driven application such as gaming, but by a shared world in 
which the entire spectrum of online activities occur.

The early stages of the metaverse emerged in 2021, with 
multiple large companies signalling significant research and 
development efforts in the space. Epic Games, the studio 
behind the massively successful Fortnite, received a billion 
dollars in funding to support their vision of the metaverse. 
This will likely serve as a defining moment for the gaming 
industry, as developers and studios alike look to incorporate 
similar plans into their long-term roadmap. One company that 
has had an unprecedented shift in its development roadmap 
is Meta, previously Facebook. Referring to the change as not 
just the next chapter for his company but ‘the next chapter 
of the internet’, Mark Zuckerberg has made it clear what his 
company’s main focus will be over the next decade. During 
their Q3 earnings call, Mark told shareholders that Meta will be 
spending $10 billion in 2021 alone on research efforts related 
to metaverse development goals. Additionally, the company 
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expects to continue to spend at this rate for several years, 
while acknowledging the hit to profitability from this bet in the 
near term. Similarly, Meta have announced intentions to hire an 
additional 10,000 people in the European Union over the next 
five years to help build their vision. With a complete rebranding 
and significant funding dedicated to building the metaverse, 
Meta represents the most ambitious effort yet by any company 
to making the concept a reality. TikTok, Twitter, Microsoft and 
Disney have all recently announced their own plans at the 
intersection of crypto, NFTs and the metaverse. With such 
fervour around these three areas, they’re likely to be central in 
defining technology development through the 2020s.

Cryptocurrencies as an inflation hedge
The macro-economic environment in 2021, particularly the 
expansionary monetary policy pursued by central banks against 
the backdrop of increased fiscal expenditure, has prompted 
renewed attention to the role that crypto assets can play as 
hedges against inflation. Most of the focus has been on Bitcoin, 
given the predictable nature of its programmatic monetary 
policy and its increased acceptance by private institutions and 
governments around the world. While Bitcoin has portrayed 
itself as ‘digital gold’ for a while, institutional players have only 
come round to adopting this view in a major way relatively 
recently.

As JP Morgan reported to its clients in a note in October 
2021, ‘institutional investors appear to be returning to Bitcoin, 
perhaps seeing it as a better inflation hedge than gold’. 

Some recent academic work lends credence to the scope for 
Bitcoin to function as an inflation hedge. Choi and Shin at Yonsei 
University find that Bitcoin performs well during inflationary 
events in one of the only rigorous empirical studies to date on 
the relationship between Bitcoin prices and inflation. However, 
their findings challenge the notion that Bitcoin should be 
considered a ‘safe haven’ akin to gold. They find that Bitcoin 
and gold react very differently to stock market movements and 
volatility, with Bitcoin tending to respond positively to stock 
price increases, but negatively to periods of price volatility. In 
this regard, they find gold to be a better stock market hedge 
since it tends to appreciate in periods of stock market volatility. 
Regardless, they qualify their findings by stating that we remain 
in the very early stages of crypto market maturity. The jury is 
still out as to whether Bitcoin can establish itself as a safe haven, 
although continued institutional adoption points to growing 
belief in that possibility. Returns on Bitcoin, compared to those 
on gold and other assets in recent years, are no doubt driving a 
significant portion of the interest in the cryptocurrency. Plotting 
the depreciation of the dollar over the last year and a half 
against the stock market, commodities and Bitcoin illustrates 
the latter’s attractiveness as an inflation hedge – but past 
performance isn’t always a strong indicator of future behaviour.

Bitcoin as a diversification tool
A narrative related to that of ‘digital gold’ sees Bitcoin as a tool 
for portfolio diversification. The crux of this narrative is that 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies do not correlate with other 
asset classes, and therefore warrant inclusion in well-diversified 
portfolios. There is some truth to this argument. According to 
data from Morningstar, Inc., Bitcoin prices over the past three 
years have had fairly low correlations with prices of traditional 
assets. Among several traditional asset benchmarks, Bitcoin has 
correlated most closely with a broad market index of US stocks, 
but even then correlation is weak, with a coefficient of 0.33. 
Correlations with bond and commodity benchmarks are even 
weaker.

However, it’s worth noting that Bitcoin price correlation to the 
same benchmark of US stocks has been trending upward since 
2020, indicating a recent tightening in the relationship between 
the two asset classes. In that regard, gold may remain a stronger 
portfolio diversification tool, at least when hedging equity 
positions.³

Asset return trailing 3-year correlations

Bitcoin Gold

Gold (LBMA gold price) 0.06

US equity (Morningstar US Market) 0.33 0.06

Global developed market equity (Morningstar DM x US) 0.33 0.03

Global emerging market equity (Morningstar EM) 0.23 0.17

US corporate bonds (Morningstar Core Bondd) 0.1 0.52

US 10+-year Treasuries (Morningstar US 10+ Tsry Bond) −0.09 0.37

Commodities (Bloomberg Commodity) 0.15 0.03

Nominal major currencies −0.24 −0.55

Note: All indexes priced in USD.
Source: Morningstar, data as of September 2021.

For more information contact Mehra Goel & Co. 
www.mehragoelco.com

References
1. Sources: Crunchbase, Dove Metrics, Pitchbook, The Block Research.

2. NFTs are digital assets that represent real items (such as artworks) or imaginary 
ones (such as rewards in games). The real items cannot readily be exchanged, 
but the tokens can.

3. Disclaimer: We have only compiled the comparison of these digital assets 
with the spectrum of other assets surveyed. We do not recommend/are not 
responsible for any action based on these inputs. The contribution is for 
academic purposes, to update readers on recent developments.
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B Corp 
certification 
from an owner’s 
perspective

A couple of decades ago, most business owners would argue 
that social responsibility had little to do with the mission of a 
business. Today, however, we are witnessing a movement of 
companies that are using their corporate success as a tool for 
social and environmental change.

More and more businesses are proving that a successful 
business can be – and even should be – equal parts profit and 
purpose. In my experience running a B Corp, I’ve found that it’s 
possible to maintain healthy profit margins and still make an 
impact on the health and sustainability of the community and 
the larger economy.

What is a B Corp?
A B Corp is a business that has been verified by the independent 
non-profit, B Lab, to uphold a strict level of corporate, social, 
and environmental responsibility.

Becoming a certified B Corp requires a rigorous assessment that 
measures the extent to which your company balances monetary 
success with doing good. The B impact assessment requires an 
in-depth analysis of your company’s business practices and the 
impact you have on employees, customers, the supply chain, 
the community, and the environment. The assessment consists 
of approximately 200 questions that vary based on your 
company’s size and industry.

You can use the B impact assessment as a free online evaluation 
tool to measure your company’s impact. Then, when you are 
ready for your company to become a B Corp, you can submit 
the assessment to B Lab for third-party verification, evaluation, 
and certification. Maintaining certification requires you to 
update your B impact assessment and re-verify your scores 
every three years, in addition to being ready for an in-person 
spot audit at any given time.

If you think this sounds like a lot of work, you are undoubtedly 
correct. It can take months to complete and obtain B Corp 
certification, not to mention the extensive labor required to 
track, record, and collect a massive amount of data. So, why put 
yourself and your business through this tedious task? Aside from 
positively impacting the community, I have found the B Corp 
values to be increasingly relevant when it comes to building a 
successful business that people trust and value.

Walk the walk

Most businesses have a set of core values and operational 
practices that govern their organization. In most cases, these 
core values cover factors like employee happiness and customer 
satisfaction, and they often also include a mention of the 
betterment of the community. However, how often do you 
get the opportunity to prove that you abide by these beliefs? 
Becoming a B Corp gives life to these claims, which is valuable 
to employees and consumers. It’s also immensely important 
when it comes to adding substance to your mission and 
practices.

Accountability and adaptability 

The economy is always evolving. Markets change. Consumer 
demand shifts. New technologies are continually improving the 
way we do business. Consumers today are no longer fooled 
by marketing claims; they want cold, hard facts and proof that 
companies are being transparent about their operations. The 
B Corp assessment creates a baseline for current practices by 
requiring management to scrutinize every way their organization 
impacts others. The evaluation highlights practices that are 
working, identifies operational inefficiencies, and creates 
a roadmap for constantly comparing and improving future 
strategies.
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John Sensiba 
Sensiba San Filippo LLP, 
San Francisco, US
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It’s more than profit

At the surface, all businesses exist to make a profit. However, 
consumer demand for increased transparency and regulation 
is making a company’s actions and operational choices 
directly impact marketability. The B Corp community, or the 
“B economy,” creates a network of like-minded businesses 
with which to work and grow. It gives management the power 
to spend budget dollars and build relationships with other 
companies that operate in a way that betters the world around 
them. This creates a supply chain of businesses that use their 
practices as a force for good.

Addressing consumer trends

Ultimately, the behaviors of B Corps focus on the success of 
everyone in the community, not just the owners and employees 
of the business. This community-centric trend is gaining 
popularity in younger generations looking to invest their time 
and money in companies that fight for causes they care about.

Likewise, many investors emphasize environmental, social, 
and governance (ESG) factors when building their investment 
portfolios. I expect that successive generations of workers, 
consumers, and investors will demand that the organizations 
they associate with be mission-focused rather than profit-
focused.

Advice for business owners 
Although rewarding, undergoing the B Corp certification 
process takes time, patience, and diligence. It’s important to 
know that you don’t have to become a certified B Corp to 
create a mission-based enterprise. The B Impact Assessment 
is free to use as a framework for assessing your overall impact 
and adjusting your practices as needed. For those looking to 
complete certification, having buy-in and support from your 
organization’s leadership team is exceedingly helpful when it 
comes time to identify shortcomings and make adjustments to 
policies and culture.

Assembling a task force with a representative from every 
department (human resources, IT, marketing, finance etc.) can 
help create a cohesive vision and maximize efficiency during 
the data-gathering and assessment phases. For extra support, 
you can hire a B Corp assessment consultant to help guide you 
through the requirements, gather data, and navigate the audit 
process.

Ultimately, joining the B Corp community is a way to make a 
public promise to yourself and to the world that your company 
exists to fight for a better future.

For more information contact Sensiba San Filippo LLP. 
www.ssfllp.com

All businesses exist 
to make a profit, but 
consumer demand for 
increased transparency 
and regulation is 
making a company’s 
actions and operational 
choices directly impact 
marketability
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Tuffias Sandberg 
Johannesburg, 
South Africa

The hybrid 
workforce debate: 
what SMEs need 
to know 

A third of respondents surveyed during a recent South African 
study into the hybrid workforce indicated they would continue 
working from home.

Around the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed work 
practices and South Africa is no exception. This required a 
practical solution from businesses which has resulted in the 
hybrid working model.

The model may give small businesses a chance to reduce office 
space and inventory, and possibly to repurpose their funds.

Success in a hybrid work environment requires employers 
to move beyond viewing remote or hybrid environments 
as a temporary or short-term strategy and to treat it as an 
opportunity.

(Vice-President of Gartner, George Penn) 

The gradual transition from the conventional office environment 
to a remote, tech-savvy workforce has been topical in various 
industries for a while. However the pandemic has accelerated 
acceptance of the reality of remote working.

A 2021 study, conducted for Digital Corporation by IT research 
organisation World Wide Worx with the support of Syspro, Dell 
Technologies, Intel and Cycan, looked into the hybrid workplace 
model among enterprises in South Africa. It found that a third of 
respondent companies did not foresee their workforce returning 
to the office environment.

The hybrid workplace is an operating model incorporating both 
remote and in-office working. This is made feasible by cloud 
computing together with collaborative tools such as direct 
messaging (e.g. WeChat, WhatsApp, Facebook messenger) and 
task management tools (Asana, Google Workspace, Trello). 

The Digital study also analysed companies’ spending habits and 
trends toward investment in hybrid environment technologies, 

among other things. Budgeting is a critical consideration in 
remote working. According to the report, cloud computing – an 
important aspect of hybrid working – is second only to business 
intelligence (software designed to retrieve, analyse and report 
data for business improvement), in terms of budgeting for 
specific technologies in South Africa. ‘Spending is surprisingly 
uniform across numerous operational categories, from 
computers and cybersecurity to accounting and e-commerce,’ 
says Arthur Goldstuck, CEO of World Wide Worx and principal 
analyst on the project.

Furthermore, remote working involves tax considerations for 
both employees and employers – an area best tackled only with 
professional advice. For example, employers are often requested 
to issue letters confirming that employees perform their duties 
mainly in a home office and the difficulty is that the employer 
has to vouch that all the tax authority’s requirements are met. 
In general, the hybrid workforce debate is of particular interest 
to SMEs, particularly since they may be able to repurpose the 
savings from reducing office space and overheads.

The three pillars of a functional hybrid working 
model
The University of Cape Town’s Graduate School of Business 
lists the following pillars as vital to a functional hybrid working 
model:

• Trust: This is the foundation of the employee–employer 
relationship. The working model requires both parties to 
actively work on making it a success.

• Practicality: The nature of the business offering should 
determine the inner workings of the model and budget.

• Organisational policy: Policy needs to complement the 
working environment.

For more information contact Tuffias Sandberg. 
www.tuffiassandberg.co.za
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The Greater Bay 
Area and Hong 
Kong SWOTs

What is the Greater Bay Area?
The Guangdong–Hong Kong–Macao Greater Bay Area (‘Greater 
Bay Area’ or ‘GBA’) comprises the two Special Administrative 
Regions (SAR) of Hong Kong and Macao, and the nine 
municipalities of Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Foshan, 
Huizhou, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Jiangmen and Zhaoqing in 
Guangdong Province. The total area is around 56,000 km2. 
Based on the latest figures provided by the Guangdong 
Province, the Hong Kong SAR Government (SARG) and the 
Macao SARG, the total population in the Greater Bay Area was 
86.17 million and the area’s GDP was US$1,668.8 billion in 2020.

It is larger, both in population and area, than Greater Tokyo, 
Greater New York or the San Francisco Bay area. These four 
areas are compared in the following table. 

Comparison: GBA and three major bay areas

Bay area
Land area 
(km2)

Population 
(million)

GDP (US$ 
billion)

GDP per 
capita (US$)

Tokyo Bay 36,898 44.341 1,991.63 45,0843

New York Metro 
area

21,479 19.222 1,861.22 96,8532

San Francisco Bay 
area

17,887 7.742 995.12 128,5732

Greater Bay Area 56,098 86.171 1,679.32 23,1162

Notes: 
1. 2020 figure
2. 2019 figure
3. 2018 figure
Sources: Government statistical departments in the relevant jurisdiction, Hong 
Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC), HKSAR, Statistics and Census Service 
of Macao SAR and HKTDC Research

Size, population and GDP of the cities in the GBA

City
Land area 
(km2)

Population 
(million)

GDP (US$ 
billion)

GDP per 
capita (US$)

Hong Kong 1,110 7.47 346.59 46,325

Macao 33 0.68 24.33 35,714

Guangzhou 7,434 18.68 362.73 19,422

Shenzhen 1,997 17.56 401.17 22,846

Foshan 3,798 9.5 156.82 16,509

Dongguan 2,460 10.47 139.91 13,367

Huizhou 11,347 6.04 61.21 10,129

Zhongshan 1,784 4.42 45.69 10,342

Jiangmen 9,507 4.8 46.41 9,672

Zhuhai 1,736 2.44 50.48 20,693

Zhaoqing 14,891 4.11 33.51 8,147

Source: 2020 Census and Statistics Department of Hong Kong, Statistics and 
Census Service of Macao, the statistics bureau of the relevant PRC cities, HKTDC

• Shenzhen: four-pillar industry: advanced technology, modern 
logistics, financial services, cultural industry 

• Guangzhou: three-pillar industry: automobiles, electronics, 
petrochemical industry

• Hong Kong: stable and fully convertible Hong Kong dollar; 
key financial institutions and skilled workforce.

The Greater Bay Area blueprint 
The Chinese Government has released its blueprint for the GBA – 
the Outline Development Plan for the Guangdong–Hong Kong–
Macao Greater Bay Area. The GBA presents significant business 
opportunities across a broad range of sectors and industries.

According to the Blueprint, development is proceeding in seven 
areas:

1. developing an international innovation and technology hub

2. expediting infrastructural connectivity

3. building a globally competitive, modern, industrial system

4. taking forward ecological conservation

5. developing a quality circle for living, working and travelling

6. strengthening cooperation and jointly participating in the 
Belt and Road Initiative, and
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7. jointly developing Guangdong–Macao cooperation 
platforms.

Points to note on mainland China’s regulatory framework for 
foreign investment:

• China’s Foreign Investment Law and Regulations came into 
force on 1 January 2020, marking a new era in which foreign-
owned enterprises will be treated the same as domestic 
enterprises

• treatment on the same footing as domestic enterprises and 
a ‘negative list’ (of sectors prohibited to overseas investors) 
make it easier for overseas investors to enter China

• procedures have been simplified, with multiple certificates 
and a licence consolidated into a single application under the 
Administration for Market Regulation.

The development of the Greater Bay Area is regarded as key 
strategic planning in China’s development blueprint, having 
great significance in its implementation of innovation-driven 
development and commitment to reform and opening-up. 
The objectives are to further deepen cooperation between 
Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao, fully leverage the 
composite advantages of the three areas, facilitate in-depth 
integration within the region and promote coordinated 

regional economic development, with a view to developing an 
international first-class bay area ideal for living, working and 
travelling in.

Hong Kong’s SWOTs
Being the most open and international city in the Greater 
Bay Area, Hong Kong is known for its international financial, 
transportation, trade and aviation hubs as well as its renowned 
professional services. Enjoying the dual advantages of ‘one 
country, two systems’, Hong Kong plays an important role in 
the development of the GBA. On one hand, Hong Kong will 
facilitate and support the economic development of the region, 
with a view to enhancing the role and functions of the Greater 
Bay Area in China’s two-way opening-up; on the other hand, 
we will facilitate the development in the GBA of industries in 
which Hong Kong’s strengths lie, capitalising on Hong Kong’s 
strengths to serve China’s needs.

For more information contact CWCC. 
www.cwcccpa.com

Strengths
• Talent pool with expertise and unique links with mainland China

• Solid legal and regulatory systems, with world-class, efficient market 
infrastructure

• Attractive to expatriate staff

• Liquid, well developed stock market, international banking centre

• Simple tax system, low tax

• No foreign exchange control and no restriction on fund flows.

Opportunities
• Develop debt and equity markets as Chinese corporations seek capital 

in Hong Kong

• Build a safe and efficient multi-currency, multi-dimensional financial 
infrastructure platform

• Act as gateway for funds to come out of the mainland

• Adopt higher levels of corporate governance, promote competition 
and governance.

Weaknesses
• Relatively volatile stock exchange for a market of its size

• Widespread proficiency in English may deteriorate

• Ceases to be a SAR in 2047.

Threats
• Macro-economic liberalisation on the mainland could marginalise 

Hong Kong’s position as an intermediary

• Appreciation of RMB could lead to higher import prices

• Local economy vulnerable to global economic changes

• Competition from Shanghai and mainland niche centres

• Needs to maintain legal certainty and enforcement.
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Hong Kong has its own strengths and opportunities, but also weaknesses and threats. Some of these are listed below:
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State of the UK 
market 

As we emerge from the pandemic, the UK has the fastest 
growing economy in the G-7 and clarity on Brexit has resulted in 
many new international trade deals being struck. 

The UK’s light-touch approach to regulation, established capital 
markets, access to talent from outstanding universities and 
tax incentives make it a great place to establish and scale a 
business. 

Additionally, the audit market is currently being reformed, and 
it’s hoped that this will enhance the sector’s image and the 
critical role it plays for a variety of stakeholders.

Business-friendly
The UK’s competitive corporation tax rate, currently 19%, is 
a strong signifier of business-friendship. There are plans to 
increase it to 25% in 2023, but even at this rate, it would still be 
one of the lowest rates among the G-7 countries. 

Another strong incentive is R&D tax credits. To encourage 
business innovation, the UK tax authority (HMRC) rewards 
businesses by allowing them to deduct up to 230% of the value 
of qualifying expenditure against their corporation tax bills. 
Loss-making companies can be paid this back in cash. Having 
secured over £100 million in R&D tax relief for clients, we have 
further strengthened our Corporate and R&D Tax department 
with a number of key hires. 

Talent is easy to come by since the UK has 4 of the world’s top 
20 universities and an entrepreneurs’ visa programme for skilled 
overseas workers.

Access to capital markets
London is leading the way in Europe with venture capital 
(VC) investment. In 2021 London start-ups raised a record 
$25.5 billion (£18.55 billion), making it the highest city for VC 
investment outside the USA.

This has contributed to the creation of 75 unicorns (privately 
owned businesses with a valuation of at least $1 billion) in 
London, again the highest in Europe. 

We are also seeing a healthy 
initial public offering (IPO) 
market. In 2021 the UK was 
the third-largest market 
for IPOs globally after the 
USA and China, with 120 
companies listing on the 
London Stock Exchange, 
raising £26.8 billion.

This success applies to 
smaller companies and 
mid-caps too. During 2021, 
55 companies listed on 
the Alternative Investment 
Market (AIM), up from 
16 in 2020. Jeffreys Henry’s specialist Capital Markets team 
completed a number of IPOs including Aptamer Group plc’s 
£80.7 million AIM IPO and Technology Minerals plc’s £27.3 million 
London Stock Exchange IPO.

Brexit opportunities 
The UK left the European Union on 31 January 2020, and the 
Government is determined to use this as an opportunity to cut 
red tape for businesses. Their plans include a Brexit Freedoms 
Bill, which aims to cut £1 billion of associated costs, and a 
lighter-touch data rights regime to replace the Data Protection 
Act 2018. 

Benefits so far include a more agile digital and AI sector. 
Additionally, over 60 new international trade deals have been 
announced. It is hoped that these will make the UK more 
competitive and boost trade.

The Government also plans to introduce eight new freeports 
to help regenerate deprived areas, with temporary tax breaks 
being offered to companies within the sites. 

The UK’s light-touch 
approach to regulation, 
established capital 
markets, access to 
talent from outstanding 
universities and tax 
incentives make it a 
great place to establish 
and scale a business
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Tech-led regulation
Making Tax Digital (MTD) is an HMRC initiative that aims to make 
the UK one of the digitally advanced tax systems in the world. 
It requires businesses to keep their accounting records digitally 
and make submissions using software that connects to HMRC’s 
systems. So far, it has been introduced for VAT, with MTD for 
income tax and self-assessment set to follow in 2024 and 
corporation tax from 2026.

The scheme has been a great success to date, with close to 
1.6 million businesses joining MTD for VAT, and more than 
11 million returns submitted.

The UK is also at the forefront of open banking reforms. These 
are intended to give individuals and businesses more control 
over their finances and with whom their data are shared. This 
has stimulated choice and competition in financial services and 
enables businesses to more easily shop around for the best 
terms. It has also encouraged banks to make tools available to 
help customers manage cashflow better. 

There are over 100 apps on the UK open banking marketplace 
and, to date, over 4 million individuals and businesses have used 
open banking services. 

Audit reforms
In recent years, several reports into the audit market’s future 
have recommended reform. The Government is due to respond 
to a consultation on audit reform shortly. At present, we know 
that more competition will be opened up by obliging FTSE 350 
companies to give work to challenger audit firms.

We expect this to lead to increased use of technology in audit, 
which should increase audit quality and enable jobs to be 
completed more efficiently. This also creates an opportunity 
for audits to provide value-adding insights, such as identifying 
areas of weakness in the financial statements of companies 
being audited.

For more information contact Jeffreys Henry LLP. 
www.jeffreyshenry.com
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The M&A 
environment  
in Kuwait 

Overview: market statistics 
Among Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states, Kuwait has been 
second only to the United Arab Emirates in the number of M&A 
deals over the last three years. Research by the Kuwait Financial 
Centre finds that 127 agreements involving Kuwaiti businesses 
were closed between 2014 and 2018, accounting to 23% of total 
M&A in the GCC region over that period. In addition, during 
the fourth quarter of 2021, Kuwait recorded about 34% of all 
regional M&A transactions, indicating the trend towards financial 
sector consolidation seems likely to continue this year. 

The latest real estate and business developments are expected 
to prompt additional regional investors to pursue M&A as a 
means of staying competitive.

Mergers and acquisitions: key motives
Although ‘mergers’ and ‘acquisitions’ are used together or 
interchangeably, the terms cover several different forms of 
transaction. Both terms refer to the joining of two (or more) firms; 
but the motive varies from one case to another. For example, 
‘acq-hiring’ sees the acquirer primarily interested in the team 
and people working at the target company, but can prompt 
investor vs. cultural fit disputes, so we usually advise strategic 
investors to outline clearly (on paper) the possible outcomes and 
expectations from each team member and respect their fiduciary 
duties after the deal. Hostile takeovers are fairly common, 
especially in developed markets.

In mergers, two motives usually influence the decision: 1) 
capturing market share (and eventually increasing shareholder 
value) and 2) diversification (introducing new product lines to an 
existing or new market). Mergers have their own processes and 
management rights.

Kuwait: M&A-ready?
In recent years, Kuwait has witnessed no notable increase in 
M&A deals.1 The Kuwaiti market is dominated by private M&A. 
Once parties have reviewed their situations following the fallout 
from COVID-19, the market is projected to become more active. 

M&A activity in the banking sector has slowed drastically. 
The proposed takeover of Bahrain’s Ahli United Bank by the 
Kuwait Finance House would have created the world’s largest 
Islamic banking organisation by asset value but, because of 
the pandemic, both firms’ shareholders decided to put the 

Afwaz Alkhuzam 
Alkhuzam & Co.,  
Kuwait City, Kuwait
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transaction on hold.

Regulatory field overview

Kuwait’s main regulator for public M&A activity is the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority (CMA). 

Mergers and acquisitions are common in Kuwait, and are primarily governed by the 
Companies Law (Law 1 of 2016) and its executive regulations (issued under Ministerial 
Resolution 287 of 2016), the Capital Markets Law (Law 7 of 2010) (CML), and the executive 
regulations to the CML (Law 72 of 2015, as amended).2 Different types of agreement are 
typically used to acquire a company’s shares or assets. 

If the target is listed (i.e. a Kuwait-incorporated firm listed on Boursa Kuwait), the transaction 
may be subject to the takeover regime under the CML and the CML Rules. When an offer 
for 100% of a company’s share capital is made on Boursa Kuwait, the CML Rules establish 
a statutory framework for public M&A in Kuwait. When an offeror acquires more than 30% 
of a company’s shares, the offeror must make a mandatory takeover offer to the remaining 
shareholders. 

Under the CML Rules, rendering M&A/investment consulting services in relation to securities 
on Kuwaiti soil are regulated securities activities. As a result, international service providers 
should be aware of the limitations that apply to the provision of such services within Kuwait. 

Foreign investment restrictions

Foreign nationals are forbidden from doing business in Kuwait through a corporate 
organisation incorporated in the country unless one or more Kuwaiti partners holds at least 
51% of the participation interests, subject to specific exceptions (Law 116 of 2014):

• GCC entities owned entirely by the Gulf Cooperation Council

• companies listed on Boursa Kuwait

• companies licensed under Kuwait’s Foreign Direct Investment Law (Law 116 of 2013), and 

• certain companies established in connection with projects approved under Kuwait’s Public 
Private Partnerships Law.

Public M&A

Although the general prerequisites for a public M&A transaction have been mentioned, a 
few critical factors are unique to takeovers. In such circumstances, parties must obtain all 
necessary regulatory consents from the relevant regulatory agency (the CMA for licensed 
enterprises and/or the Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) for financial institutions subject to 
CBK supervision. According to the CML Rules, the transaction must also be disclosed. Parties 
must also follow sector-specific laws and regulations.

In making a mandatory tender offer (MTO) the bidder may not impose conditions, and the 
offer cannot be subject to conditions that can only be met at the bidder’s or target company’s 
discretion and subjective judgement, or where the bidder or target company alone can 
declare they are satisfied. Only voluntary takeover offers (VTO) may be subject to bidder-
imposed conditions. Aside from that, the parameters of an M&A agreement are usually left to 
the parties’ discretion. Break fees are not governed by any explicit rules in Kuwait, and parties 
are allowed to make their own arrangements. In this area, we are unaware of any trends or 
market standards.

Private M&A 

In Kuwait, locked-box techniques are ubiquitous, while completion accounts have become 
more popular in recent years. This mostly stems from the pandemic’s impact on many target 
organizations’ operating circumstances. Sellers are increasingly incorporating earn-outs in 
transaction documents, and interest in warranty and indemnity insurance increased in Kuwait 
over 2021. Foreign governing laws and/or jurisdictions may be involved in mid- to upper-
tier M&A transactions involving at least one foreign partner, but rarely in relatively minor or 
exclusively local M&A deals.
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Looking ahead
The global M&A trends indicate that both public and private deal-making activities will focus 
on the adoption of new technology and recalibrating strategy amidst the regulations affected 
by the new COVID-19 era.

The State of Kuwait has mainly seen public M&A activities. Movements in oil prices will 
inevitably affect the performance of major sectors in the economy. However, we can expect 
the market to become more active once parties have had the chance to assess their post-
COVID position. More consolidation activity in the financial sector seems likely, and more 
activity in the tech start-up field, alongside an increased role for entrepreneurial incubators in 
private M&A. In fact, some technological innovations were introduced to the Kuwaiti market 
during the pandemic and caught the attention of a few strategic investors (bexit.co/Baims/
Duwaween Games/Fiz) in the region.

For more information contact Alkhuzam & Co. 
www.alkhuzam.odoo.com
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International 
Taxation Updates 

Asia Pacific
Australia

The lack of uniformity in stamp tax (duty) rules has given rise to 
potential traps for those owning property. 

India 

India proposes to charge tax on income from transfer of virtual 
assets.

New Zealand

A Parliamentary committee has recommended changes to 
pending legislation concerning interest limitations, goods and 
services tax (GST) measures, and foreign exchange rules.

Pakistan 

The Income Tax (Amendment) Ordinance, 2022—including 
tax amnesty when investments are made from previously 
undeclared assets (similar to a tax amnesty programme)— has 
been approved by the Cabinet and will be enacted when signed 
by the president.

Double taxation avoidance agreements
Cyprus–Jordan

Cyprus and Jordan signed the first tax treaty between the two 
countries on 17 December 2021. The treaty is based on the OECD 
Model Convention for the Elimination of Double Taxation on 
Income and on Capital, and on the UN Model Tax Agreement, and 
incorporates all the minimum standards of the OECD BEPS project.

Under the treaty, a maximum 5% withholding tax (WHT) rate 
applies on dividends if the beneficial owner is a company (other 
than a partnership) which directly holds at least 10% of the 
capital of the company paying the dividends. In all other cases a 
maximum 10% WHT rate applies on dividends.

Moreover, a maximum 5% WHT rate applies on interest 
payments and a maximum 7% WHT rate applies on royalty 
payments and fees for technical services.

Cyprus and Jordan must each now undertake certain legal 
ratification steps in order for the treaty to enter into force.

Netherlands

The Dutch government published a Parliamentary paper on 
21 October 2021, announcing a review of its tax treaties with the 
Philippines, Spain, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.

This would be the first review of the Spain–Netherlands tax treaty. 
The new treaty is expected to incorporate some of the provisions 
contained in the OECD Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax 
Treaty Related Measures to Prevent BEPS (MLI), and will probably 
include a real estate clause in the taxation of capital gains.

Europe
Cyprus

On 9 December 2021 the Cyprus Parliament passed two bills 
amending the Cyprus tax legislation, with the goal of strengthening 
the island’s tax framework to prevent tax abuse, evasion and 
avoidance, in line with EU recommendations. Both amending laws 
will enter into force on 31 December 2022. They provide:

• for payments from Cyprus to companies in jurisdictions 
on the EU ‘blacklist’, the bills introduce (or, in the case of 
royalties, expand) WHTs as follows: 

 — a 17% WHT rate for dividend payments by unlisted 
companies to shareholders with an ‘over 50% holding’ 

 — a 30% WHT rate for ‘passive’ interest payments (excluding 
payments by individuals)

 — a 10% WHT rate for royalties and similar types of payment 
(excluding payments by individuals)

• for companies with no tax residency anywhere else in the 
world, the bills expand the Cyprus corporate tax residency 
test (currently it covers only ‘management and control’) 
by introducing a separate test based on incorporation or 
registration in Cyprus.

Poland

Tax relief measures – including reduced VAT rates – are being 
introduced or are proposed in an effort to provide relief for 
those affected by the conflict in Ukraine.
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Spain
The 2022 Budget Package includes two main changes to corporate income tax:

1. Minimum tax: a 15% minimum corporate tax rate is proposed for companies having annual 
revenues of €20 million or higher, or which are part of a consolidated group. This proposal 
is consistent with the political agreement reached by 136 countries on 8 October 2021 on a 
plan to modernise the international tax system, which would apply to multinational groups 
with at least €750 million of annual revenues. Spanish minimum taxation would be set at 
15% of the taxable base, but the regulation contains a series of exceptions that limit the 
number of incentives that would be affected. 

2. Rental real estate entities: the government also proposed lowering the 85% reduction of 
the standard corporate tax rate for rental real estate income to 40%.

UK

The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) issued a judgment holding that the UK 
had failed to fulfil its obligations in relation to customs control and the availability of ‘EU own 
resources’ by failing to adopt the measures necessary to combat fraudulent undervaluing of 
imports of textiles and footwear from China.

FATCA Intergovernmental Agreements/OECD Common Reporting 
Standard
Singapore

An updated user guide provides clarification on populating a foreign tax identification 
number (TIN) for an account holder that is not a US person. 

Trade and Customs 
President Biden signed an executive order that bans (1) imports of Russian oil, liquefied 
natural gas, and coal; and (2) new US investment in Russia’s energy sector. 

Transfer pricing 
OECD

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) released comments 
received on the draft rules for tax base determinations under Pillar One Amount A. 

It also released the long-awaited Pillar Two 15% minimum effective tax rate Model Rules on 
20 December 2021, just days before the expected release of a draft EU Directive on minimum 
taxes. As set out in the 8 October 2021 Statement by the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework 
(IF), these Model Rules are the first of three expected sets of guidance: the Model Rules; an 
explanatory Commentary, expected in January 2022; and a more detailed Implementation 
Framework, expected in the middle of 2022 at the earliest. 

The Model Rules cover the income inclusion rule (IIR) and undertaxed payments rule (UTPR), 
collectively referred to as ‘GloBE’. More detail on the other part of Pillar Two, the subject to 
tax rule (STTR) will not be made public until 2022. It has been reiterated that the aim is for 
Pillar Two to be brought into law in 2022, to be effective in 2023, with the UTPR to come into 
effect in 2024.

For more information contact Mehra Goel & Co. 
www.mehragoelco.com
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Morison Global 
Building Better Business Globally 

Morison Global is a leading global association of high-quality professional services firms.   
Underpinned by our values, we collaborate to serve the cross-border accounting, audit, tax and consulting needs of our 

member’s clients. Our global reputation brings trust and confidence to the markets in which we serve.  

Our member firms have deep knowledge in key industry sectors which goes beyond 
being an accountant. This makes them a trusted adviser.

Given the reach of our association, our expertise is collective. Whether they are long-standing industries such as real 

estate, specialist industries such as media and entertainment or emerging industries such as crypto currency, our 

members can meet your cross-border needs.

To help your business thrive, our members offer a comprehensive range of 
business services.
From well-established market leaders in key economic centres to dynamic, young, forward-thinking firms in wnewly 

developed markets – Morison Global is a rich, diverse and dynamic community able to meet complex global 

client requirements. Members provide core services of audit, tax and accounting and have capabilities in 

complementary services such as corporate finance, advisory, consulting and law.  

https://www.morisonglobal.com/members#2/45.1/-0.2


Disclaimer: Morison global is an association of independent professional firms. Professional services are 
provided by individual member firms. Morison Global does not provide professional services in its own right. 
No member firm is liable for the acts or omissions of any other member firm arising from its membership of 
Morison Global.

The views expressed in this newsletter are not those of Morison Global and are not a substitute for 
professional advice. Before taking any decision based on the content of this newsletter readers are advised 
to consult their professional advisors. Whilst every endeavour has been made to ensure the accuracy of the 
information contained in this publication, no responsibility is accepted for its accuracy and completeness.

The Next Step
Contact Morison Global to discuss your needs

E: info@morisonglobal.com 

T: +44 (0)20 7638 4005

www.morisonglobal.com

Morison Global

6th Floor  
2 Kingdom Street  
Paddington 
London, W2 6BD 
United Kingdom

Client care is what makes our firms different

Our member firms care deeply about the service they give to their clients. 
As a client, you want to be sure that the most senior person is taking care of you. You want to be sure that their expertise 

is brought to your requirement. You want their insight to help you solve your problem. You want timely delivery and 

practical advice.

Our member firms bring their experience of working with cross-border assignments of different sizes and 

complexities to help you. They work with other members across the globe to provide a seamless and comprehensive 

service tailored to your needs.

Need professional advice?

FIND A FIRM →

https://www.morisonglobal.com/members
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